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Grade 4 workbook introduces word problems involving multi-digit multiplication and division, some decimals and tables and graphs.
Word Problems joins Kumon Middle School Math workbooks. The word problems in this workbook will cover grade appropriate topics. Word problems
are designed to test a childs understanding and mastery of math topics. This workbook will develop your childs ability to apply the math
skills he or she has learned in Middle School Math problems that reflect real world situations. Learning math is easy with our middle school
level math books. These workbooks follow Kumons unique, step-by-step approach that students and parents know they can count on.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade five vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p.
1].
Star of Fear, Star of Hope
Kumon, Multiplication
Word Problems, Grade 4
Standard Test Lessons in Reading ...
Grade 5 Reading

Our UK Commonwealth Editions have been reexamined to see how they align with UK education standards. Kumon offers four titles that
support the Early Years Learning Stage curriculum and four titles that support Key Stage 1 curriculum. Give your child an edge in
education with Kumon Workbooks.
Introduce your child to science through fun activities including stickering, coloring, mazes, and more.
"This workbook will introduce your child to the addition of two multiple-digit numbers."--cover.
Grade 4 Reading
Writing, Grade 3
Barnyard Banter
Decimals & Fractions
Grade 2 Reading
This workbook is meant to introduce your child to the skills her or she will need in kindergarten. By practicing each of the skills taught in this workbook, your child will be ready for academic
success.
Studies show that it's important for children to engage in educational activities even when school is out. That's why we developed our Summer Review & Prep series. Each book includes engaging
math and reading activities that review concepts from the previous year and introduce next year's curriculum.
It's a dark day for Itching Down. Four million wasps have just descended on the town, and the pests are relentless! What can be done? Bap the Baker has a crazy idea that just might work . . .
Young readers will love this lyrical, rhyming text as they watch the industrious citizens of Itching Down knead, bake, and slather the biggest wasp trap there ever was! John Vernon Lord's bright
ink and crayon illustrations fill the pages with humorous detail.
Addition
Grade 3 Reading
Intro to Geometry (Grades 6-8)
Grade 5
My Book of Words for School Level 4
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade one vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
The classic ghost story from Penelope Lively, one of the modern greats of British fiction for adults and children alike.When James' family moves to a ancient cottage
in Oxfordshire (with grounds that are great for excavations and trees that are perfect for climbing), it doesn't take long for odd things to stard happening. Doors
crash open and strange signs appear, written in an archaic hand. James soon discovers the culprit: a ghost! It's the spirit of Thomas Kempe, a 17th century
apothecary who wants James to be his apprentice. The problem? No one else believes in ghosts. It's up to James to get rid of him... An iconic ghost story for
children, The Ghost of Thomas Kempe is adored by generations of readers.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade four vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
Grade 1
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Earth Science
Writing, Grade 2
Science K & Up Kumon Sticker Activity Book
Are You Ready for Kindergarten Preschool Skills
Mesopotamian Blue cat, Varjak Paw, has never been Outside before; he and his family have always lived in the isolated house at the top of the hill. But
Varjak is forced out into the city when the sinister Gentleman and his two menacing cats take over his home. With help from his mystical ancestor, Jalal,
Varjak manages to overcome challenges such as self-survival and a threat from the gangland cats, and he ultimately discovers the terrifying secrets
behind the Vanishings. But can he save his own family from their fate? With wonderful integrated illustrations from acclaimed comic book artist Dave
McKean, this book will appeal to all ages.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade three vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade two vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
Learning about Consonants and Vowels
Writing
Algebra
Grade 6
Physical Science
All the farm animals are where they should be, clucking and mucking, mewing and cooing, except for the missing goose. On board pages.
Skill Builders are great tools for keeping children current during the school year or preparing them for the next grade level. A variety of fun and challenging
activities provides students with practice and helps introduce basic skills to new learners. This full-color workbook contains appropriate passages and exercises
based on national standards for sixth through eighth grade to help ensure that children master geometry math skills before progressing. Skill Builders combines
entertaining and interactive activities with eye-catching graphics to make learning and reviewing fun and effective. The compact 6" x 9" size makes this book
perfect for school, at home, or on the go. It features 80 perforated, reproducible pages and an answer key.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade six vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner."--Cover.
Geometry & Measurement, Grade 4
Grade 1 Reading
Summer Review and Prep 4-5
Grade 2
My Book of Writing Words

This workbook applies the Kumon Method to algebra, so your child will build strong algebra skills without feeling anxious or overwhelmed. Topics include solving for x, simplifying algebraic
expressions, linear equations, inequalities, graphing equations, and more. The contents of this volume were originally published individually as Algebra Workbook I (2014) and Algebra
Workbook II (2014).
"This workbook will help your child perform multiple-digit vertical form multiplication."--Cover.
Grade 3 ReadingKumon Pub North America Limited
Word Problems Grades 6/8
Varjak Paw
Geometry, Grades 6 - 8
STEM Missions
Life Science
Kumon STEM Missions Workbooks offer students a fun way to practice interdisciplinary topics by combining science, technology, engineering, and math questions in order to strengthen
problem-solving skills. In this workbook, your child will complete several STEM "missions" designed to increase his or her critical thinking and problem-solving abilities. Each mission asks your
child to read science passages, answer questions about the passages, solve math problems, and use the knowledge gained to create or design a solution (engineering) to a real word
problem. Featuring Life Science, Earth Science, and Physical Science topics, these workbooks are sure to get your child interested in the connection between what he or she learns and how it
can be applied to the real world.
Builds on early reading skills to help children master the reading and writing of phrases that combine similar-sounding consonant and vowel combinations in a volume that offers tracing and
pronunciation games involving such example phrases as "grab the grape" and "ride the bike." Original.
"This workbook will help your child learn addition sums beyond 20."--cover.
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Summer Review and Prep 3-4
Addition Grade 1
The Giant Jam Sandwich
The Ghost of Thomas Kempe
My Book of Number Games 1-70
Nine-year-old Helen is confused by the disappearance of her Jewish friend during the German occupation of Paris.
"This workbook will help your child perform multi-digit subtraction with ease."--cover.
Kumon's research has discovered that children learn more easily when they tackle one skill at a time. That's why Kumon Focus on Workbooks shine a spotlight on one challenging maths topic per book and
help children improve these essential skills and gain confidence in their abilities. Each workbook utilises the Kumon Method - a step-by-step, incremental approach that helps children learn at their own pace
and without anxiety. By rigorously practising each skill, the child will be proficient in the mathematics that is crucial for future learning.
Reading
Subtraction Grade 1
Grade 4
Summer Review and Prep 2-3
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